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The CuRRenT BaSe oIl landSCape

■  Demand versus capacity
■  Regional dimensions
■  Key trade flows
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GloBal pReSenCe, loCal InSIGhT

poTenTIal developmenTS

■  Demand opportunities
■  Major sensitivities
■  New investments
■  Impact on regional balances
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Base oils are one of the most rapidly evolving products 
on the market today, with regard to performance 
improvements. For an example that most people can 
relate to, let’s look at our car. Changing your oil regularly 
and greasing your car has long been considered the 
most important thing to maximizing your vehicle life 
expectancy. It has been standard to change your 
passenger car motor oil (PCMO) every 3,000 miles, just 
over 10 years ago; but not anymore. 

Most modern cars go 5,000, 7,500 or even 10,000  
miles between changes, depending on the oil. Ford 
suggests the typical driver should change oil in their 
2008 and newer models every 7,500 miles or six  
months and every 3,000 miles or three months for cars 
2007 and older.

This is a 2.5 times improvement going from 3,000 miles 
to 7,500 miles. Going from 3,000 to 10,000 is a 3.3 times 
improvement. In addition, the new synthetic and hybrid 
oils protect your car even better.

Looking at the Figure 1 pie graph below, we can see 
that Lubricants only represent about 1% of the 2018 oil 
demand. It is, however, a profitable piece of business for 
the most part, depending on which American Petroleum 
Institute (API) group you are looking at. 

Looking at the Average Annual Growth Rate (AAGR%) – 
2018-2040 in Figure 2, the question arises as to whether 
lubricants will see much - if any - growth, or possibly 
even a decline in demand, which we will address shortly. 
But first, let’s look at the current market.

GloBal oIl demand developmenTS: a RefIneRS’ peRSpeCTIve
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Demand-driven rationalization on traditional grades, but sizeable increases taking place. 

GloBal oIl demand developmenTS: a RefIneRS’ peRSpeCTIve 

CuRRenT pRofIle (mIllIon meTRIC TonneS)

Source: ICIS Supply and Demand Database and ICIS Consulting
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The analysis has considered the “Group I/II overlap”, allocating demand to each group. 
A “Group II/III overlap” also requires consideration 

GloBal BaSe oIl demand pRofIle: 2017

Source: ICIS Supply and Demand Database and ICIS Consulting
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In Figure 3, we see the diversified end-uses with Internal 
Combustion Engine (ICE) based transportation being the 
largest segment. In Figure 4, we see the break down 
by Group, with I and II clearly representing the largest 
segments. 

Figure 5 demonstrates total capacity versus demand and 
Figure 6 shows the group capacity changes over the past 
decade. As we can see, Group II and III are growing at 
the expense of Group I as demand moves to the higher-
quality, longer-life products for obvious reasons.

FiguRe 5 FiguRe 6
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Growth in Asian and developing economies barely compensated for loss of demand in mature markets 

ReCenT developmenTS In GloBal BaSe oIl demand: aSIa domInaTeS

CuRRenT demand pRofIle: ~ 37 mmT

Source: ICIS Supply and Demand Database and ICIS Consulting
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The pie chart in Figure 7 shows the regional  
demand share of 37 million metric tonnes per  
year. In figure 8, we see the change in demand  
by region over the past decade. Growth in Asia has 
been strong along with vehicle sales, while in North 
America and Europe, saw a decline as auto sales 
slowed and newer vehicles require changing oil only  

half as often. 

Figure 9 shows the global trade flow for lubricants 
as a whole and demonstrates the distinctive import/
export regions. This varies by group, each of which 
is regionalized. A Group II sample of this is shown in 
Figure 10 (on the following page).

FiguRe 7 FiguRe 8
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iCis supply and demand daTa seRviCe

GeT CRuCIal daTa on The GloBal peTRoChemICal 
Supply-demand fRamewoRK

Covering over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 
160 countries, with historical data from 1978 and forecast 
available up to 2040, this powerful data and analytics service 
helps you to:

n  Identify, evaluate and optimize opportunities

n  Identify and manage financial or investment risks

n  Validate commercial and growth strategies

learn more about ICIS Supply and demand Service

https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/supply-demand-data/?intcmp=mega-menu-explore-services-analytics-supply-demand-data%20&cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-06-US+LTAM-basoilsscenarios062019&sfid=7012X000000g5bP
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Base Oils: pOTenTial develOpmenTs

Group I affected by continuous penetration of Group II 
(quality requirements in selected applications). Group 
II also assumed as a potential economic alternative to 
Group III in specific segments, showing largest volume-
growth opportunity.

Mid-term growth supported by expanding car fleet in 
Asia, despite increased efficiencies with use of higher 
grades, with additional opportunities in aviation. Demand 
still supported by expanding industrial sector. Longer-
term overall requirements expected to gradually decline.

GloBal BaSe oIlS demand poTenTIal developmenTS: 2017-2025 

Source: ICIS Supply and Demand Database and ICIS Consulting
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In Figure 11, we see the demand growth by group and 
by market sector in Figure 12. 

With base oil demand growth slowing down as a result of 
improved performance and a longer life cycle, producers 
will likely charge premium prices, and even then it should 
be a good value for consumers.

But there are other concerns facing the base oil industry. 
The first is Electric Vehicles (EVs), which use virtually 
no oil, replacing ICE vehicles. In Figure 13 (on the next 
page), we show two scenarios – one for business as 

usual and one with a ban on pure ICE vehicles. The 
speed of vehicle electrification and the degree  
of penetration can have a substantial impact on base  
oil demand. However, battery size and technology  
limits the range of EVs and the market penetration – 
especially in lower population, rural areas. Some see 
the lack of infrastructure as a constraint, but charging 
stations can be added quickly to regular parking areas, 
and at a much lower cost than gasoline or diesel fuel 
distribution systems. They can also use solar power  
to charge EVs, using the EV battery as a distributed 
power storage system. 

FiguRe 11 FiguRe 12

us Base Oils pRiCe RepORT
ICIS price reports provide independent, objective and trusted 
intelligence for over 180 chemical commodities across America, 
Europe and Asia.

uSe ICIS InfoRmaTIon To:
n  Follow fluctuations and understand factors driving them
n  Input into your own internal analytical models
n   Clarify settlements and contracts
n  Inform negotiations

find out more about ICIS price reports

https://www.icis.com/explore/contact/free-sample-price-report/?commodity=base-oils-lubes&channel=energy&region=us&intcmp=Energy|Base%20oilsLubes_US|RegionalIntroCtaLinkhttps://www.icis.com/explore/contact/free-sample-price-report/?commodity=base-oils-lubes&channel=energy&region=asia&intcmp=Energy|Base%20oilsLubes_Asia|RegionalIntroCtaLink&cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-06-US+LTAM-basoilsscenarios062019&sfid=7012X000000g5bP
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■  Future electrification scenarios may 
present huge variations in terms of 
ICE vehicles’ share on the road.

■  A “business as usual” scenario 
would take a long time to replace 
conventional ICEs (hybrid would 
still use, albeit considerably 
downsized, ICEs).

■  It would require a “drastic” scenario 
(ie assuming no pure ICE vehicles 
sales after 2022) to consistently 
bring electrification beyond 50% of 
the fleet by 2030.

■  The effect of this “drastic” scenario 
would be felt faster in the  
Chinese market.

Group I refineries most affected:
■  Crude and VGO feedstock will likely 

be more expensive
■  Value of fuel oil linked co-products 

will be affected
■  Lower yields of higher-value diesel… 

Different refineries will have different 
options

But higher-cost freight rates will be 
there for everyone…

a Key demand SenSITIvITy
ev developmenTS: a BaSe CaSe unlIKely To ImpaCT BaSe oIl demand BefoRe 2025 

Source: various statistics with forecast and elaborations from ICIS Consulting

Source: various statistics with forecast and elaborations from ICIS Consulting

paSSenGeR vehICle fleeT’S eleCTRIfICaTIon SCenaRIoS
Key maRKeTS (BaTTeRy + all hyBRIdS) 

GloBal BunKeR demand By fuel (mIllIon meTRIC TonneS)
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LNGJust  one  of  the  many  possible  scenarios…

The ShoRT SToRy…

■  IMO 2020 rules focus on reducing sulphur oxide (SOx) 
emissions from the global shipping industry. They will 
require reducing global sulphur content in fuel oil for ships 
to a max 0.5% by 1 January, 2020. Ships may also meet 
the SOx emissions requirements by using exhaust gas 
cleaning systems or “scrubbers”.

■  “Straight run” production of low sulphur fuel oil is limited, and 
production by “blending lower sulfur streams” is not enough. 
VGO material will likely be in greater demand for bunkers 
and lower sulphur/lighter crude to be more valuable.

■  The shift away from high-sulphur fuel oil will require a 
major increase in demand for gasoil bunkers and call 
for the need of “cracking more fuel oil”. Lower sulphur 
gasoil (diesel) will be relatively more valuable. Heavier/
higher sulphur crude to be valued relatively lower. “Deep 
cracking” refineries, with large desulfurization capability, 
will be economically advantaged. 

■  By 2025, contribution from LNG and “scrubbers” will still 
be limited. LNG-based fleet needs time to develop, and 
scrubber additions are not always a fit.

a Key Supply SenSITIvITy
The Imo ImpaCT IS expeCTed To Be dISRupTIve and wIll affeCT BaSe oIlS

FiguRe 13

FiguRe 14
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Source: ICIS Supply and Demand Database and ICIS Consulting

?

■  A number of very 
large greenfield and 
expansions expected

■  Some expansions may 
be larger (an additional 
world-scale plant in 
Singapore?)

■  Roughly 15% growth in 
total capacity for  
Group II

■  Identified re-refined 
growth around 2kbd

new GRoup II CapaCITy

Figure 14 (on the previous page) considers an 
immediate threat to base oil producers as IMO 2020 
goes into effect 1 January, 2020. This international 
mandate for lower sulphur used at sea will increase 
global shipping costs for everyone, but will also increase 
demand for low-sulphur feedstocks that are preferred 
for base oil production, particularly Group I. This higher 

feedstock demand will increase base oil costs.

Despite these risks, the base oil market is a profitable 
one that offers exceptional value to consumers and 
premium products will be worth more as a result. In 
addition, there is sizeable growth occurring in the higher 
Groups, with an example shown in Figure 15 below.

FiguRe 15

COnClusiOns

Base oils demand is expected to show moderate  
growth until 2025, but efficiency trends are expected  
to flatten or possibly even decrease demand longer  
term.

■  Asia will dominate future incremental demand, while 
mature markets will trend lower. In the key road 
sector, efficiency will be a major factor. The pace of 
“electrification” remains uncertain and unlikely to  
affect base oils demand by 2025. But ignoring its 
potential could be a mistake.

■  Group I decline is expected to continue, with Group II 
to become the dominant grade. New Group II capacity 
should be rapidly filled, while more rationalization  
will be necessary for Group I. The path for higher  
quality will continue, increasing the demand for  

Group III. Potential new investment, however,  
needs to be carefully evaluated. New trade 
developments may develop, with imbalances still 
expected to prevail around specific groups.

■  The IMO 2020 will affect group I refineries more  
than other Groups. This may call for a more 
“concentrated production” of the higher-viscosity 
grades: “lighter streams” may have to look at the  
fuel pool. Overall, long-haul base oil exporters will  
be affected by higher freight costs.

foR moRe InfoRmaTIon and To GeT 
GloBal ConSulTInG expeRTISe, 
ClICK heRe

https://www.icis.com/explore/services/specialist-services/consulting/?intcmp=mega-menu-explore-services-specialist-services-consulting&cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHCOM-2019-06-US+LTAM-basoilsscenarios062019&sfid=7012X000000g5bP

